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TW Expressions

Brings Many
Complaints From
Kean Students
by Robert Siniakin

The second issue this semester of Expressions, the
monthly Third World Movement publication which
appeared as a supplement inside the Independent has
created a wave of mixed interpretations about its
content.

Photo by Dave Rosen

Expressions Editor-in-Chief, Kamau Jackson lmani reads his controversial second issue which has
resulted in many complaints t,eing voiced by the student body.

The · controversy seems to be
centered around the cover picture that depicts the hanging of a
young black man from a tree
with a white contingent including a young girl looking on
with some delight. It also appears
from the picture that there are
two black people, a man and a
woman, turning their heads
away from the gruesome sight.
Feedback from the campus indicates that many students are

NSA 's Job Service
Moves Into Full Gear
by Bob Dudek
Next week, the NSA (National
Student
Association)
)ob
Program begins its search for
employers willing to hire college
students through this service.
NSA Coordinator Joe Ginarte
and his Assistant Coordinator
Jeff Dunbar will mail letters to as
many local businesses as possible
in hopes that many students
faced with unemployment may
now be able to find work
immediately in a multitude of
situations
ranging
from
department store clerks to pizz.a
deliverers.
This program, resulting from
an idea talked about at the NSA
Conference in Houston and
proven successful at Queens
Community College. Ginarte

said he already placed ten Kean
College students ·n various full
and

part-time

jobs. The

The South
According to Alistair Cooke's
America, a book that follows
America from its infancy to the
present, during the early 1900's
around 1919, " the Ku Klux Klan,
a bigoted army came into existence dedicated to the
harassment, beating, and occasiona I lynch in g of any
'foreigner' who could not claim
Anglo-Saxon Christian origins,
that is to say the Jew, the Roman
Catholic, and the Negro. Lynch
laws ruled the south in the years
after World War I. In 1919 alone,
70 Negroes were lynched. "
Accordin to Kamau ackson
1
.;---.

job

openings are posted on th·e NSA
bulletin
board near Sloan
Lounge.
This program is open for all
students, with those who missed
out on a job at school particularly
in mind. Seniors should be
warned that this is not a career
based program, but is geared
more for the still tuition minded
student.
If you would like to help with
th e' program, or maybe you or a
friend have a job opening to
offer, please come to Student
Center Room CC-118 or call 3511040. This service is free of
charge to both students and
businesses participating .

offended by this picture.
Lynch Laws Ruled

Photo by Ralph Abbate

NSA Coordinator Joe Ginarte has already placed 10 students in employment through his new job service.

"The picture tried to make

a point. Basically, I used it as a tiein with the editorial." He
referred to the second
paragraph of the editorial as the
intent of the picture, "not a
pretty sight." lmani also pointed
out that "these things are really
happening not so much on a
physical level, but on a mental
level. I didn't use it to offend any
students."
Commenting on the picture
President
of
Student
Organization Joyce Marinelli
stated, " More people were insulted by the picture rather than
the editorial." She concluded by
stating that Student Org. refuses

(Continued on page 12)

Equipment Failure Stops WKCU Broadcast
by Bob Dudek

Last Wednesday, WKCU went off the air due to
technical difficulties. The distribution amplifier, the
driving force that sends the radio signal to Sloan Lounge,
the dorms and over CATV, Elizabeth, blew out after the
station had been open for approximately one hour.
The complications came about
on Wednesday when someone
noticed that the meters on the
board weren 't working. According to Jeff 'Star' Ponton,
general manager of WKCU, it
was assumed that the problem
was a fuse that had been blown ,
and the fuse was replaced. After
this new fuse blew immediately,
the amplifier was looked at. The
distributing amp, had blown and
was severely damaged. Ponton
said that this could have been
from an overload for from simple
wear on a piece of equipment.
This amplifier has been sent
out to be repaired and according
to Jim Kaus, business manager of
WKCU , Student Organization
will pay the charges because the
station has had their funds
frozen. The repairs will take at

least two weeks at a yet unknown
cost.

Cannot Send A Signal
Without this distribution amp,
WKCU cannot send a signal out,
but will still be operating, even
though no one will be able to
listen . Until WKCU goes back on
the air, the time will be used to
record, make commercials, and
to train new people.
WKCU, then WNSC, moved
into Dougall Hall in 1974 and it
was at this time that most of the
newer equipment was bought
and installed. Previously, the
radio station, according to Ponton , had been just a big stereo
going over a PS system in Sloan
Lounge, but when the move was
made to Dougall , the equipment
such as the board, the amplifiers

(Continued on page 12)

Photo by Dave Rose!]_

The Distribution Amplifier tlYt -powers the WKCU signal a;ound ·ca~pus, blew-out
knocking out the r..dio station transmitting capacity.
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Half Decent,
Half Nuts Indy

EDITORIAL
In last week's issue of the Independent, the lndy·carried as a
supplement, the Third World publication, Expressions. Expressions, who's policy states that their " purpose is to educate and
inform a ll students on issues having an effect on the minority
commun ity," has become representative of only one group,
that being the black brothers and sisters of this campus.
By using a shocking picture and shocking words to try to draw
a la rge r readership, Expressions has cited a racial problem
where t here is none. By doing so, it has insulted every student,
faculty mem ber and administrative worker on this campus.
After reading this issue of Expressions, it may seem to the
readers that all the blacks on this campus are being persecuted
and " hung." This simply is not so.
It is our strong belief that Expressions owes everyone,
especially the minorities that Third World is designed ·to
represent, an apology. If the editors of Expressions had asked
those questions in the editoria1 prior to putting it into print, the
thoughts wouldn't have hinted at racism. Of course, racism exists; it exists everywhere, but the incidents mentioned were not

of this kind .
The Third World Movement which is designed to " unify all
minority students at Kean College" ,s the only funded group
with its own publication. This publication is not following their
policy of "becoming a focal point of communications for Third
World and other minority students" because Expressions only
reflects the views of the black brothers and sisters and many of
their ideas are a_s racist as they claim everyone else's is. Instead of
seeing the "positive achievements of Blacks, Hispan ics and
other minorities;' readers are outraged at the slanted views of
the ed itors of Expressions.
Th is train of thought will accompl is h their goal o f c reating a
stir a nd making people pick up Expressions a nd read it fr o m
cover to cover. Unfortunately, people will read the publication
for the wrong reasons.
Magda Gal is-:Me nendez

Dear Editor,
How can a half decent publicat ion like the Independent allow such
a radical CLUB papfr to be placed inside it? Indy, your nuts!
In the first issue of Expressions there was a slave on the front page
and now we have a slave be ing hung. What am I supposed to do
about this; ·say I'm sorry I' m wh ite and our caucasian race has deprived you and stopped you from be ing equal. Get off that high horse
and stop pitying yourself.
Don 't cop out and say, I' m black and I'm oppressed . I want what is
due to me.
Most everyone had their roots in Europe and their grandparents
came over in a slow boat. They had accents, and they didn 't know the
language, but they wanted to learn, wanted to be an American. They
didn't want handouts, they wanted to work for what they got.
Expressions is a piece of journalistic trash . You serve no one except
the brothers and sisters. Last year the Indy put out a color comic issue
and some of the brothe rs and sisters fe lt it attacked them . The Indy
apolog ized . Now the cau casi an stu dents here at good old K.C. should
have an apology fo r bei ng subjected to this T.W . paper.
I feel t hat t he o nl y thi ng th is pape r is doin g is p romoti ng hatred
between t he races. Every time somethin g happens at K.C. and it invo lves black and whi te, it's because o f "racial moti ves." Get you r facts
rig ht Kamau. Indy do so met hing, it makes you look bad .
Stephen Clayto n
P.S. Good journa lism Kam au l

Expressions of
Money Waste Dear Editor,
In the Expressions section of last week' s issue of the Independent,
there was an editorial that in my eyes and in the eyes of many more
was pure trash. All too often you hear how prejudiced the whites are
towards the " Bilalians." This editorial makes me wonder who is really
prejudiced. As a student of Kean College , I don't think my money
should be used to print this " shit."
Thank You,
A Concerned Student
Gino Abbate
( Ed. note: Expressions is a supplement of th e Indy, not a section. It is a
Third World Publica tion and in no wa y reflects th e opinions of the
editors of the Indy ).
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Growing Department
Shrinks
Dear Editor,
A situation affecting the entire student body is presently being
considered by the administration . The Vice-president for Academic
Affairs has fired 14 professors. In our case, the Economics Geography - Management Science Department has been particularly
hard hit, losing approximately 20% of our faculty...As the fastest growing department with over 1,400 students, we are concerned that this
will result in fewer courses and sections offered. We have already experienced difficulties in registering for courses that are offered only
once a year. In some cases, a course is only offered once every two
years. With the cutback of 20 per cent of the staff, it will definitely
limit the availability of courses. With the limitation of courses,
students will find themselves unable to complete a degree program
in th e prescribed four years. This situation will cause students to
t ransfer to other schools where they can complete their p rogram.
Many o f us came to t h is school only to get into this major b ecause of
the job opportu n it ies after graduation. W e feel confid ent, if t his administrat ion is ser iou s about preparing students for a career in
business, Dr. Weiss will overrule this decis io n.
Mi ke Boutillette, Ea rle Page
Roseanne Papa, Ettore Vecch ione
Mrs. Sh irley Katz, Ri chard Friedenreich
John Ricci, Karen Tomaiko

Education
Energiz.es Answers
Dear Editor,
,,,
In last weeks Independent the editorial carried what were, in my
humble opinion, the most important questions ever posed in our
dear campus rag; 'On the issue of Nuclear Energy, what should ano
what can we do?' The obvious answers are to educate one's self and
get involved at whatever capacity one is able. Two powerful resourses
that are of priceless value in this endeavor are:
1. a subscription t o a comprehensive and informative mont hly
publication called Criticill Mus lournill which uncovers vital fa~s
and figures concerning Nuclear Energy t~at gover_nment agencies
and special interest groups comouflage in rhet_oric and red tape.
Write Critical Mass Journal, P.O . Box 1538, Washington, D.C. 20013.
2. a subscription to Common Cause, one cooking gr~>Up of good
peopl e. Write to Common Cause, P.O . Box 220, Washington, D.C.
20044.
As apathy decl in es in ou r micro -cosmi c Kean Col lege en_vironment we are forced to face the challenging realization that all 1t
takes for e~il to triumph over good in this world is for good men and
women to do something . This is a self-evident truth. I sincerely hope
that the need is clear to you all and not just the .one who was
motivated enough to write that editorial last week, bless ~er. Co_mmon Cause and Critical Mass Journal are two most enlightening
publications that will u ndoubtedly open wide the _
d oors of oppo rtu n ity for any person w ho 1s l_o_okmg fo~ a practical approach
toward bettering the h uman condition on this plundered planet.
W rite On!!
Larry Klein

Short But Sweet
First I'd like to thank the man y people who thought my article o n
the WKCU incident was well written . In doing so I also thank those
who agreed with some parts. And I must sincerel y respect those who
agreed with none of its content, but be~au_se of th~ suppo~ed
freedom of speech felt it was my democratic right to print my view
and version of the WKCU incident.
.
At the time I submitted the article I was unaware of my bei ng
placed on the investigation committee. Subsequently, I wa_s brought
up on charges of being biased . It seems several executive q_oard
members felt I was one-sided . However, as I told them, ' How could I
be otherwise , looking at it from all sides as well as being a radio
station member? ' They couldn 't possibly have expected me to be
totally unbiased . Could they?
.
Also at the deadline to submit applications for the committee,
there weren 't enough people interested, so they picked some o_ther
people from the Student Org. to act in lieu of the committee
members that they couldn 't get.
However, after much ado to sooth egos, I was allowed to stay on
with the stipulation that I write a letter of apology to my fellow committee members who I was unaware that I had at the time I wrote the
article . So .. .
I here and now apologize. Yes, I do l I apologize if anything _that
happened before I was informed o f my acceptance on the committee
in an ywa y affects m y posit ion of an unbiased member. I also
apologize to all my fellow committee members and ask onl y that w e
move to a speedy and just decision.
As fa r as more coverage, it will be forthcoming. However, ~e n<;>w
have a ga g rule imposed on the committee members. In dealmg w 1th
t his ''secret stuff" we cannot tal k t o members of the p ress. How ever
we w ere info rmed at the onset of the afo remen t ioned investigation
comm ittee , that it would take app roxima tely two weeks to resolve al l
matters. I patientl y wait . And wait. An d Wai t.
Jim i Be ll Ill

November 22, 1977

"We must move from behind emotion to rational knowledge of
ourselves and the world," Kamau Jackson lmani, Edi tor-in-C hi ef of Expressions said in t he editorial of last week's issue of the paper.
If one is ab le to see through a controversy and wei gh bot h si des equally,
then rational thinking has overcome and is worki ng w it h reason. Rational
t hinking is a process which ,occurs when one has been trained to logically
digest all the information one is exposed to.
The allegations or implications suggested in the editorial of Expressions
hopefully have been rationally examined before they were printed. The
facts of the events mentioned in the editorial, should have been the result
of weighing both sides of the events.
Is the message of the editorial to unite all th e members of the Kean com. munity so that no more incidents with racia l co nnotati on s o ccur, o r is it to
reinforce the separatism kn ow n as " us" against " them ." If Kamau is asking
for a " rationa l know ledge of ourselves and t he world," why is it that
emotions are being played up in the editorial ?
As a minority on this campus, I can sympathize with the essen ce of the
editoria l but strongly oppose the tone of it.
The editorial states the incidents in a way which automatically leads the
readers to conclusions; conclusions that are racial and emotionally toned.
Arousing racial emotions of the mass population is only detrimental to the
cause of the races involved. Was the purpose of the editorial statement a
cry for unity or a cry for racism?
Ofelia Oviedo

be

!he·OP:Ed is a 11eh!c~e for anyone !n the campus community to express a~ opinion that wo-uld
mterestmg, entertammg or otherw1Se valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.
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Variable Stars
by Robert Kern
Tomorrow is the big day. I've
already begun my fast in
preparation. Greatest advice . in
the world whether you plan on
cooking or not is to not eat for at
least twelve hours. Gives you
more room and takes away the
guilt of overindulging.
As of this writing I'm still not
sure whether my family will trust
me with some responsibility but I
can almost envison the routine
tomorrow. In the morning my
mother will put in the bird and sit
down to watch the Macy's
parade, finishing up by waving
ecstatically at Santa Claus. My
brother's family will come by and
we'll sit down to have dinner at
about two in the afternoon, after
which, my brother will insist
upon watching whatever foot.ball game happens to be on
(even if he doesn ' t have a bet on
it). Dad will take a nap. Mom and
Sis will put the leftovers away and
I'll do the dishes. Someday
they're going to have to explain
to me again how that works out
so evenly.
· Puree de Pommes de Terre:
(Mashed Potatoes, but they
don 't come out of a box) Peel
and quarter 2 pounds medium
sized potatoes and cook them in
boiling salted water to cover unti l they are soft but not mushy,
adding 1 onion , halved, if
desired. Drain the potatoes and
dry them thoroughly by shaking

the pan over the heat. Rub the
potatoes through a sieve or put
them through a ricer and return
the puree to the pan , working it
with a woode n spoon until
smooth. Add salt and pepper to
taste a little nutmeg, and 4 tablespoons butter and gradually stir
ove r low heat enough scalded
milk or cream to achieve desired
consistency . Beat the potatoes
until they are fluffy.
Pumpkin Pie, Ginger Meringue: Line 2 unbuttered pie
plates with flaky pastry. Brush the
pastry with melted currant jelly
and sprinkle each shell with 3
tablespoons toasted blanched
almonds, coarsely chopped and
1½ to 2 tablespoons melted
butter. Put the shell in refrigerator while preparing filling.
Beat one egg with 2egg yolks, 1½
cups light cream and 2/3 cup
sugar . Beat in 1 ½ cups mashed
cooked pumpking pulp (or the
same amount storebought), ½
teaspoon each of salt and ginger,
and¼ teaspoon each of nutmeg
and cinnamon . Combine, the
mixture thoroughly and pour it
into prepared shells. Bake the
.pies in hot over (400 F.) for 10
minutes, lower the temperature
to moderate (350 F.), and bake
the pies for 25 to 30 minutes, or
until the filling has set and the
top is golden brown. Cover the
pies after they cool with a meringue and sprinkle with 1 teaspoon . crushed candied ginger.

by Frank Bolger
department. Ah , the aromatic
Cu-eat Editor: Controversy, it bubbling of indignancel
is said , arises like the sow from
But the fact is that, this time, I
her pen; with mud flying in all find myself one hundred per
directions. Also, like the in- cent behind Mr. Jackson and his
dolent swine, it lifts infrequently. embattled tabloid. Who
So it is at Kean; students are attempts to move against the
stirred from their blissfully esteemed Editor or his paper will
ignorant contentedness only by do so only in the sorry shadow of
virtue of some imagined crisis or my rotting bones. The reason for
affront; an acrimony that is this is simple; the tack taken by
usually unjustified and inevitably Mr. Jackson's detractors, one of
idiotic. The sound of childish making loud and irrational
vanities shattering is seldom dis- arguments
or vituperatively
tant.
demanding some form of cenWith the publication of the sorship, exhibits an abscence of
most recent episode of Expres- reason and a fear of ideas (for
sions, the Sloan Lounge and As- argument's sake we shall call
sociated Cafeteria Tables Debat- them that), two of the stupidest
ing Society convened to assess qualities I can imagine.
Kean College's current donInstead of firing off a
nybrook. The furor centers tempered dispatch to Expresaround Expressions' cover sions (which the editors, with
depicting a black man being their renowned sense of fair
lynched, with an appreciative play, would undoubtedly have
white contingent
in the printed) the grumblers rained
background . Further hostile their hysterical drivel down
winds swirl around Editor-in- upon our poor, defenseless, InChief Kamau Jackson 's editorial . dy. Others exhorted, verbally,
which is about . ..well , its about for someone to bring down the
four hundred and twenty-five iron fist of censorship.
words (at least, some of them are
When I ponder what the
words.)
offended legions might have
Students, radiating sufficient said , I lament the loss of a superb
heat to bake the Thanksgiving show. Had they instead observed
bird, pass into the Indy office, that the cover was pointless and
grumble something about cen- inflammatory; had they icily
sorship, and depart with a hale of mentioned thafthe editorial was
entertainingly creative epithets preponderantly nonsense, that it
directed against Mr. Jackson (a was seldom lucid, containing
note here: such complainants in- several non sequiturs, that it was
variably lend a derisive emphasis in part illogical and incoherent,
to the Editor's Dilalian surname or that it was generally poorly
"Kamau." This is, of course, written, then I might be able to.
quite unfair. To be honest, I have summon sympathy for their
long been contemplating a leap position.
As
things
stand,
to Tiddles McGoogles O'Bolger.) however, I feel compelled to
Occasionally the disgruntled defend Mr. Jackson.
party deposits an amusing scrawl
A balanced examination of
for publication in our letters
(Continued on page 9)

by Chris Jarocha
Sour Grapes from the
Groves of Academe
Last week, I expressed my
disappointment with Kean 's own
course in Science Fiction but
failed to provide my reasons.
Those reasons will be forthcoming, but first, a few words
about
the
teaching and
academic criticism of SF in
general.
That the post-40's baby boom
has affected all our lives in
generally understandable. We
need only look to the lack of job
openings in whatever profession
we wish to follow to see how our
lives are affected by this bulge in
the population curve. That oncesparse, and therefore rare in the
finest sense of the word, breed,
the literary critic, has come forth
in an army of numbers that
would put Alexander the Great
to shame. Where once the very
uniqueness of the art called for a
daring excellence, safety now arrives in numbers. Fortunately (or
unfortunately, depending on
whose side your're on) , the
literary mainstream has not increased its supply of genius to
keep up with the demand. It is a
common scene in -literary circlLs
to see two critics squabbl ing over
a book of meagre poems, like
geese after a crust of bread.
In
1962, Professor Mark
Hillegas broke the laws of natural
selection, as far as they applied to
literary critics. At
Colgate
University, Hillegas taught the
first college course in science fiction, with the resulqtaking place
over years, it is true) being that SF
became "respectable" and, as
such, fair game for yon lean and
hungry hagiographers. Once
respectable, SF became the
source of a new wave of
criticism, then a virgin field, untouched, now suffering under
the blows of the strip miners of
the literati.
The problem with such a massive swell of critics ("a swell of
critics" .. .not bad) is the same
problem in any field today :
Talent. There may be a few good
critics of SF, but there are many
gawdawful ones. Under the dictum "pu blish or perish," the
chaff as well as the wheat is
ground at the literary mills. In an
essay entitled "Srien~~ Fiction,

Bake the pies in a very hot oven
(450 F.) for 4 to 5 minutes to
brown the meringue. Cool
before serving.
Obviously you'd have to start
this tonight and finish tomorrow
but have you anything more important to do? Like plucking a
turkey.
With the meal I can only
suggest a light white wine. A
reisling or chablis depending on
your tastes, dry, with a low alchol
level. The meal will be rich with
the stuffing and gravy and
straches so the wine should be
slightly astringent to cleanse the
palate and not too filling.
Imagine that you have reached
the end of the meal. The stripped
carcass of the bird lays before
you the calcium tribute to a bird
well-cooked and you look down
at your plate and, lo and beho ld,
there 's gravy left. Shame to let
such delicious drippings go to
waste but, alas, there's nothing
left to sop it up with . Don' t you
wish you tried . ..
Dinner Rolls (Quick Method):
In a mixing bowl dissolve two
packages granular yeats or two
cakes compressed yeast in 3/4 cup
water at temperature of about 80
to 86 degrees. Scald ¾ cup milk
and stir in 4½ tablespoons butter,
¼ cup sugar and 1 ¼ teaspoon
salt. Cool the mixture to
lukewarm, combine it with the
yeast and stir in 2¼ cups sifted
flour. Beat the mixlure until it is
smooth and stir rn another 2¼
cups sifted flour to make a rather
rough and sticky dough. Turn
the dough out on a lightly
floured board and knead it for
about 8 minutes or until it is
smooth and sleek. Put the dough
in a lightly buttered bowl and
turn it until the entire surface is
coated, cover it with a dry towel
and let it rise in a warm place until it doubles in bulk, about 50
minutes. Punch down the dough
and form it into rolls of any
desired size and shape. Put the
rolls on buttered baking sheets,
cover, and let them rise in a
warm place until t_h~y double in

(Continued on page 9)

Each week the editors of campus publications make this
SPACE available for items of
interest to the Kean WOMAN,
student, staff, and faculty.
Sandra Flack , District Agent for
the Prudential Insurance Company will discuss " Careers for
Women in lnsureance," at the
College Center on Thursday,
December 1 from 12:15 to 1 :30.
The program is sponsored by The
Townsend Lecture Series, and
coordinated by Ruth Sprague of
the Student Activities office.
Flack advises" after you 've raised
your consciousness, raise your
sights," hopefully toward a
career in insurance.
The EVE program announces a
day-long workshop, " Stop The
World-I ' m Getting Back On,"
designed for women who are
considering entry into
educational pursuits and / or into

" Power," and the most recent,
" Success") and also president of
Simon and Schuster. If his lectures are as provocative as his
writings, you'll want to attend .
Tickets are free but reserved in
advance; the doors open at 9
a.m. for the 9:30 lecture. We are
sure you will enjoy this insightful, and honest, man I
Readers and voters apparatly
did " THIN K PINK", on Election
Day, November 8. New Jersey
voters are sending twelve
women to the state legislature,
the largest contingent we have
so far enjoyed . Union County 's
voters returned Republican Barbara Curran to the assembly and
elected Democrat Joanne Rajo pp i to the Boa rd of
Freeholders.
Ann , Walko, assistant to the
Dean of Students has notified the

Teaching
and
Criticism,"
(printed in Reginald Bretnor's
excellent Science Fiction Today
and Tomorrow) , Jack Williamson
recognizes the problem :
" He (the critic) defines and
evaluates what is to be taught.
Here is where our problems
begin because - beyond James
Blish and Damon Knight - certified critics (of SF)• scarcely exist."
The best critics of SF tend to be
SF authors, as are Blish and
Knight, and Williamson and
Bretnpr, for that matter. No one
else knows quite how to treat it,
(another explanation of the poor
quality of SF criticism from
Academe: there's no one to say
what's right or wrong). Twenty
years ago, the genre was
" subliterary." Has it improved
greatly in twenty years? Perhaps,
but that has nothing to do with
today's critics because they
spend most of their pagination
on those " subliterary" authors
and novels of the Fifties.
Why not simply say that the
academic SF critics don 't know
their asteroids from their elbows,
and let it go at that? SF in a unique genre. It can't be judged by
the
standards
that
have
delineated non-SF literature for
so many years. --¥au can't split a
field into two groups and then
complain because one isn't like
the other. It 's a logical contradiction .
Equally contradictory is the
reasoning behind Kean's SF
course. This semester, the course
is taught by Dr. James Suiter,
whose literary specialty is the
Victorian period. While this may
qualify him to teach SF from a
very narrow historical perspective, it would have been nice to
have had the course taught by
someone who specializes in
contemporary literature, at least.
A comparison: in Spring, 1976,
under Dr. Paul Schlueter, the
course's reading list was The Dispossessed, The War of the
Worlds, The Time Machine, The
Sirens of Titan, A Canticle for
Leibowitz, Slan, More Than
Human, Childhood's End, A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, Stranger in
Strange land, A Clockwork

a

(Continued on page 5)

Women 's Center that the New
Jersey Division of the Women's
Equity Action League (WEAL)
will
sponsor a Leadership
Workshop on Saturday
December 3 at Rutgers University. Ann has more details on the
workshop; you may contact her
at campus extension 2190.
Pearl Baily is going to college!
Bailey now aged 59, has recently
been admitted as a full-time
freshman
at
Georgetown
University. Bailey was awarded
an honora·ry doctorate of human
letters by Georgetown last June
and told University officials,
" Now I want the real thing." All
wish her well.
Westfield 's YWCA has put out
a call for volunteers to assist in
organizing a new Women 's Information File . Call Jane Farlow
at 232-4038 if you can help.

the job market . Ke an , - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
Counsellors Marcella Haslam, I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE!
Estelle Weiner and Diana I section of The Independent:
I
Trowbridge, among others, will I Item or event___________________
I
serve as workshop leaders. Call I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '1
x2210foradditional information. I Source _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Michael Korda will appear at '1 Your name
.
I
Bloomingdale's on December 21 I Pleas~ 'ret1,.1rn all suggestions to : The Campus Center for Women, RmI
I
Korda is a favorite author (" Male
SA 114, Bookstore Building.
Chauvinism : How It Works," 'l--""'---...

!

-------·---------.t
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You Don't M~x With Hendrix
by Starchild
Th e re was a time when the
Hendrix-imitators got on my
nerves for daring to even try to
sound like Jimi. Fuck imi tation
being the highest form of flattery-Jimi was )imi and nobody
had the right to try and take that.
Now it's just a little more than
imitation be ing flattery, for Hendrix is as much a rock-style as
hard-rock or flamenco-rock or
whatever. There has never been
a rock artist's style as copied as
his, especially on a professional
level. You will find many thirdgeneration guitars who will cite
Jimmy Page or Carlos Santana as
their mentor, but not as many as
Hendrix idolators. And those
Page-freaks are more than likely
to do a Hendrix-riff than a Page. riff. Even Page has sworn acertain allegiance to Hendrix
through a number of his licks on
" Dazed and Confused" off of
"The Song Remains the Same."
Further, how many ·Santanacopiers can you name above the

dub-level? Go 'head, I'll wait.
Jimi can boast Rendy California, Robin Trower, Ernie Isley
and Fran k Marino in his corner.
Relatively speaking, that's .a lot ·
of people. The latter three share
this: If it wasn 't for their idolation
(and adoption) of Jimi 's style,
success would not have been in
their rea·c h. Now, I don 't say that
to belittle their talents, of wh ich
there is a considerable amount.
To play like Jimi is a feat in itself,
wh ich goes beyond mere,
copying. Illustrating this, are the
respective albums of Trower, the,
Isley Brothers, and Marino's
Mahogany Rush, currently on
the charts.
Though Trower did emulate,
or attempt to emulate, Hendrix,
it must be admitted that to get as
close as he is, Robin is something
in himself.
At the inception, the group
consisted of James Dewar, Bass
a,id vocals; Reg Isadore, drums;
and, of course, Robin. Mr.
Isadore, God rest his sticks, could

College Center Board
Presents

not play drums to save his, or a
loved one's life. Mr. Dewar had
an interesting voice; absolutely
no yalue in the life-saving
de partment via his chosen
by Father Richard Garcia
instrument either . "Twice
Removed From Yesterday " and
Thanksgiving Day is tr uly the
" Bridge of Sighs" yielded two or closes thing that we come to in
three hits between them . The America to having a holy day.
next album . " For Earth Below," There are rituals to be performed
was a little more etheral, and and blessings to be spoken. The
noted Bill Lordan 's replacement rituals are clear. Parades, Footof Reg. Though no Mitch Mit- ball Games, (performed with
chell (Hendrix' drummer). Lor- such rituals and form that they
dan proved a welcome addition put most religious ceremonies to
to Trower's growth, which was shame), Thanksgiving Dinners,
definately noticeable at this and family gatherings all are inpoint.
cluded in the day. Often inA live elpee and " Long Misty cluded in these rituals are
Days" preceeded their latest, " In ceremonial blessings giving
City Dreams," a milestone for thanks to some sort of diety who
Trower and his boys. One can has granted all of these gifts to us.
note Trower's professional game
We give thanks for the opplan has been run similarly to portunity of living in this country
Jimi's. " In City Dreams" is a nigh whi'ch allows us freedom. Has
perfect blend of funk and rock, God really singled us out of all
;epresenting an idea of what Jimi the billions of people in the
could be doing now.
world as the chosen ones to enBut this is Robin Trower, one joy this? Is it possible that this
step beyond Robin Trower. The God likes us better than those
Hendrix-style is there, but the who are left today without
Trower interpretation can be felt ' freedom?
now. Mr . Trower has
We give thanks for the health
demonstrated that he doesn 't we enjoy. Are we reany saying
need to hide behind Hendrix that we feel that God loves us
anymore.
better than those to whom he
Robin had added ex-Sly bass doesn't give health? Is God really
player Rustee Allen, and has that arbitrary that he truly sits in
moved James to vocals, which is a His Heaven and decides , " Well ,
smart move. Now the band is today I think we will give Sally
ready to move in other direc- good health , but too bad Tom,
tions as a un it. James Dewar 's it's time for you to ' develop
vocals compliment Robin's axe cancer?"
and Rustee's bottom excellency.
We give thanks for the food we
He can ~ing up a storm, when he share. Most of us will sit down to
want to. I suppose he could have 'Thanksgiving
Dinner'
that
played bass if he wanted to, too. would " feed and Army." We will
Sadly, he never wanted to.
Rustee stepped in at just the right
moment and rescued Robin
from a destiny of repeat performances of "For Earth Below."
(Continued from page 4)

eat until that " I can't eat another
thing" feeling totally engulfs our
bodies. Is it religious to say simply, " Thank you God for allowing me to be a glutton today" ?
Please don 't -get me wrong. I
believe that it is a good and
wholesome thing to thank God
for the blessings in our life, but I
do not think that we can speak a
religious thanks in some sort of a
self satisfied way which seems to
say that these blessings show
some sort of a special love God
has for us versus those who do
not share in them.
When we thank God for the
blessings of freedom, it should
be with a personal desire and
commitment that we will survive
for that in all men 's lives.
When we thank God for
health, it must be in the context
that we are ready to give of
ourselves to relieve the
sufferings of all those who suffer
today.
When we bless that food, it
should be with a consciousness
that on that very day some of our
brothers and sisters in the world
will starve to death.
The material gifts and blessings
we reveive are not a criterion of
how much God loves us but
rather an obligation placed upon
us which is to be exercised in the
service of our fellow man. A man
much better and wiser than I,
summed it up a long time ago
when he simply stated, "To
Whom Much is given, much will
be expected."

Variable Stars

Growth

3 Movies

'The Big Bus'
'Swash Buckler'
'Marathon Man'
November 27
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: T.P.A.
Cost: $1 .00

Hall
News
(Continued from page 12)
ming, occupancy, budgets and
problem areas. With continued
cooperation from all segments of
the college community the
housing staff and Residence Association will continue to
provide a positive living experience for all residents .
The Division of New Jersey
Public Television
Authority
filmed sound movies of the
Residence Halls on Monday,
November 14, 1977. Freda
Remmers and Buz Whelan from
Kean College of Public Information , led the camera crew
through the Residence Halls.
The purpose of filming was to
make the public aware of campus Jife educational opportunities at the eight state colleges.
The film is scheduled to be aired
sometime in February on Public
Television .

notwithstanding,

nower's albums had a kind of
carbon-copy quality . Rustee 's
funk is felt immediately .
Especially check out the
cohesiveness of the quarted on
" Somebody's
Calling"
and
"Sweet Wine of Love." Dewar's
vocals had always been a
mainstay of Trower's music, now
full record-time is given to it.
The Isley Brother's and "Go
For Your Guns" made a formidable attempt at the number
one nest on the charts, and a
great deal of the success of the
album is due to Ernie's headbands and _ legbands and facial
contorations i.e., Hendrix-style).
"Go For Your Guns" is perhaps
the greatest showcase of Ernie's
abilities since "That Lady" and
" 3+3."
(Continued on page 9)

Oranp, and an anthology called

Modem Science Fiction.
YU 's SF reading list : The Day
of the Triffids, Night of Light,
Macroscope, The City and the
Stars, Ringworld, Isle of the
Dead, Camp Concentration,
Downward to Earth, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep1,
The Moon in a Harsh Mistress,
and Babel-17.

Kean 's current Reading list:
The Time Machine, The Warof
the Worlds, Brave New World,
Fantastic Voyage, and S is for

Space.
Why should there be such a
difference in reading lists? Personal Taste? That may determine
the selection but not the number
of the selection. In theory, why
should NYU 's reading list be any
different than Kean's ? For that
matter, why should the reading

\i,.\ change so d~a,.tlcaUv t,~
one year to another? Do stuaents

at Kean this semester read slower

than ones in NYU or previous
semesters?
However galling the quantity
(or lack of it) of the required
reading at Kean may be (and it's
pretty poor. My brother's high
school class in SF covered nearly
three times the number of
books), the quality of the selections is even more disturbing.
None of the books are awardwi~ners, none of them are more
recent than 1966, and none of
them
are
particularly
challenging. Whatever your
opinion of organized fandom
may be, t-he average SF fan has
read these five books before
entering high school. And they
wonder why graduate schools
sneer at Kean degrees!
Have
an
enjoyable
Thanksgiving.

·Women and Math: Safety In Numbers
Dr. Susan - Marchand , a prepared for the available job
member of Kean's Mathematics openings. " Math is the critical
faculty
will
discuss filter for career placement,"
"Mathematics, Not for Women states Marchand and this thesis
- Only," for the November 30 will be the substance of her dissegment of WOMAN TALK held cussion . Dr. Thatcher and Mr.
each Wednesday throughout the Scott each possess broad exsemester at noon in Down Hall. perience in problems of career
Thatcher ' s
Mr. Hosie Scott, employment preparation:
manager for The Singer Cor- department focused on
studies and
poration and Dr. Glenn That- tec .hnical
cher; Chair of Kean 's Industrial preparation, Scott as an emStudies Department will share ployer.
Marchand has been a member
the panel with Marchand .
Dr. Marchand has been in- of Kean 's faculty for twelve
volved in research on the entire · years; she- holds both her
problem area of women and Master's and Doctoral Degrees
mathematics. As women, young from Rutgers University. She has
and not so young, devise their been long active in various
career paths, they tend to avoid professional mathematical aspreparation in math and the sociations (among which is the
sciences, often due to anxiety Association for Women in
about their abilities. In- Mathematics), and this past
creasingly, employees- require summer participated in an incompetence in technical fields as service workshop at Columbia
they hire; women then are ill- University on women and math.

Scott is a Kean alumnus and is
currently a candidate for a
Master's in labor relations at
Rutgers. He has been employment manager of Singer for
two years, prior to which he had
served as. associate director of
personnel at Brookdale Community College. Scott, listed in
Who's Who Among Black
Americans, served as State Coordinator for the Department of
Higher Education to develop the
model plan for implementation
of the E.E.O. legislation.
Dr. Thatcher has been . a
member of Kean 's faculty since
1970; he holds his Doctorate, in
Industrial Education and Curriculum Development (awarded
by Southern Illinois University.)
Thatcher developed the industrial technology program at
Kean and serves as a consultant
in technical education to secondary and higher education

systems and to industry
throughout the state.
PLEASE NOTE: change of
location to the Browsing Room .
Lunch and Learn.
THANKSGIVING EVE

For November 23, Thanksgiving Eve, the WOMAN TALK
audience will share an informal
discussion, "How We Handle
Aloneness. " Ellen Curcio, coordinator of the Campus Center
for Women since its inception
will act as discussion leader.
The Thanksgiving Eve pr~entation, with a personal theme as
it's discussion point, has become
a "tradition" in the series.
The discussion series meets
each Wednesday during the
semester at noon in Downs Hall.
Join u·s on Thanksgiving Eve!
Together, we . shall not be
"alone."
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Friday, November 18th, marke
ture on campus - the Bookstore.
physical changes. The change is
November 18th the official nam~
"Jane G. Plenty Bookstore." Who
tell you.
Mrs. Jane G. Plenty is a very ch
who celebrated her 90th bi rthda
Plenty, who was at one time t ~
opened and managed the first bo
t he college was known as Newa
President Weiss opened th€
commemorating Mrs. Plenty
dedication to the college commL
with a beautifully bound plaq
designed by Professor Austin Go1
After the presentation came th,
which received a large round af ;
and honored guests gathered i
cookies and conversation .

Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

Jane G. Plenty, who has given her name to the campus Bookstore,
ho lds he r plaq ue prese nted by Pres. Weiss and silver spoon designed

by Prof. Goodwin.

COFFEEHOUSE 1
This and More f1
Try It, You'll

Photo by Ma$1da Ga/is-Menendez

M rs. Plenty, listening to President Weiss make his dedication speech,
last Friday afternoon.

Photo by Dan Pyle

The true artist; oblivious to the flash of the camera, this Coffeehouse performer goes on uninter-

rupted.

-

Ah, to be on the pl.ttform playing your music for others. What a good feeling.

Dreamquest - Coffeehouse regulars ma
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'tore
New

le .
a change in a well-known struce structure did not under go any
its official title, its name. As of
the Bookstore Building is the
Jane G.Plenty, you ask? Well, I'll
ing, full of life, loveable woman
on Sunday, November 20th. Mrs.
head of the Math Department,
,store building for 31 years, when
State .
.eremony with a brief speech
1 her past performances and
y. He then presented Mrs. Plenty
and an exquisite silver spoon
in of the Fine Arts Department.
nveiling of the new name plaque,
olause; after which the spectators
the Browsing Room for punch,

oes All
Photo by Magda Galis-Mene;dez

r Only 25¢!

The Old and the New - or should that be the New and the Oldl Nick Basile, present Bookstore Manager
congratulates Jane Plenty, the first Bookstore manager on the event of the Bookstore dedication in her na~e.

ike It.

The two man team, vocalist and musician, goes over well at Coffeehouse.

Photo by Dan Pyle

Photo by Dan Pyle

(what elsel} their regular appearance.

Ph oto b y Dan Pyle

As things slowed down toward the end of Coffeehouse, this performer fell asleep !n the middle of his
set.
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"The Craft Store
is Open". •

The Kean Jewish Student's Union
with
The Alliance of Jewish Student Organization
prese_nts

Jewelry - Custom Work - Pottery
Leather - Cut Stones - Wood
Students Bring In
CRAFTS TO SELL OR SHOW
Craft Store Student ~enter

WEEKEND '78
at the
Melbourne Hotel
Ellenville, N. Y.

MARCH 31 - APRIL 2, 1978
COST: $45.00
INCLUDES: 2 nights-double 0ccupancy, 6 strictly kosher meals, 2 snacks,
indoor heated pool, steam and game rooms, tennis and volleyball courts,
guest speakers, workships and forums, Shabbat services, a Saturday night
festival with a live band and feature length films, TRANSPORTATION, all
tips and taxes! I
,,
A special Keynote by

ALL COLLEGE

SKI& PARTYWEEK
IN CANADA
and JAY PEAK in VERMONT

5 NITES - 5 DAYS SUNDAY thru FRIDAY
at AUBERGE de SUTTON

A MEMBER OF THE ISRAELI GOVERNMENT
A $10 deposit is needed by DECEMBER 27, 1977

SUTTON , QUEBEC
SKI FIVE AREAS ON ONE TICKET

Send To:
For Information Call:
Michael· A. Giden
(201) 755-5418
265 N. Drive
or
N. Plainfield, N.J. 07060
(201) 642-1922
CO-SPONSORED BY: Drew, Montclair StateJ Rutgers Nwk. , Stevens Tech., Wm. Paterson,
'
Union, Upsala.

........ .. ..... . .... ... .... ... .. ............ ... ... .... . .. ....... .. ........ ... ..
REGISTRATION FORM
please print

LODGING . MEALS AND LIFTS FOR :
TRIP INCLUDES :
• 5 Nrtes Lodgine at Ou.. ity Ski Lodpt
!occupancy 4 per room) - MotlM Units

• All Rooms with Privn Bath Ind T .V.

$99

00

plu1C.,odi.,t1xes
and gtltUltMtS

$119 .00 total

SKI THE FOLLOWING FIVE AREAS :

• 5 Full Brelkfaatt
. • 5 Full Oinl'llln

• MONT SU TTON
• MONT OR FORD
• BROMONT
• OWL 'S HEAD
• JAY PEAK (ex t ra charge)

• 5 Day Unlimited Lih Ttcket
• Discotheque at Lodga

AVAIIABLE DATES :

S25. non-refundable deposit requ ired.
Transportation by ear pool (bus extra c:Mrgllt) .

VISIT MONTREAL ONLY 60 MILES AWAY
Sk i Canada, enjoy the option of skiing fou r areas which combine
some of Canada's fine st ski ing and also ski J ay Peak in Vermont
on one in1Brchangab6e lih tteket .

I

JAN . 1 - JAN. 6

II

JAN. 8 - JAN. 13

Ill

JAN . 15 - JAN. 20

( IV

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ School _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ Yr. _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __.:(_
Phone _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _Sex _ _ _ _ _ Roommate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
sorry no co-ed
Wha t areas would you like to see workshops in? _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

JAN. 22 - JAN. 27 (

V

JAN . 29 - FEB. 3

VI

FEB. 5 - FEB. 10

MA KE AL L CHEC KS PA YAB LE TO
SUGARBUSH TRAVEL CL UB
CONTACT:

Travel to Canada on Sunday to arrive in time for dinner at the
beautiful Aubtr:111 de Sutton . Sk i all day Monday thru Friday .

lmAN COLISGE SKI CWB
BILL POWIER

For those who would like to travel a little, take a d ay or ewning
off and sightsee and socialize in ,cenic Mon treal , only 60 m iles
away.

414 ELKWOOD AVE
W000 8rtlDGE • NJ 0'70 95
201-6)4-0750

Thursday, November 24, 1977
HAPPY THANKSGIVING
Friday, November 25, 1977
THANKSCIVINC RIECESS

Sat~rday, November 26, 1977
Sunday, Nove mber 27, 1977
7:30 p.m.-End
Monday, November 28, 1977
12 noon-2 :00 p.m .
9:00-11 :00 p.m.
Tue sday, No vember 29, 1977
11 :00- 5:00 p.m.
1 :30- 3:00 p .m.
1 :30- 5:00 p.m .
1 :40- 3: 05 p.m.

,,

,,

(

4 :00- 5:00 p.m.
7:40-10
,, :00 p .m.

7:00-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10 :00 p.m .

,,

Wednesday, No~ember 30, 1977
12 noon-1 :30 p.m .
12:15- 1 :30 p.m .

3 & 8 p.m .
7:30 p.m .-End
8:00-11 :00 p.m .
8:00 p .m .-End

THANKSGI VI NG REC ESS
CCB Movie - Triple Feature: $1.00 Admission
Swash Buckler, Big Bus, Marathon Man

,

Wilki ns Theatre

Womens Chorus Rehearsal M usic Dept.
Omega Psi Phi Meeting

Little Theatre
Browsing Rm

"Roots" Exhibition
Third World Movement Meet in g
Dance Rehearsa l
EEO Practi u m
Jewish Cl u b
Cou nci l fo r Except io nal C hildren
Cam p us M inistry
IFSC
Span ish Cultural & Social Club
lnterva rsi ty Christi an Fellowsh ip
KCTV Club
ISA Club
Alpha Theta Pi
" The Magazine"
Biology Dept.
Outing Club
Valor Magazine Meeting
Biology Dept.
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambdo Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi

College Ctr Lby
Browsing Rm
Little Theat re
B210
W300
CSS104
)132
W 207
W 200
]101
W215
)136
)102
]103
C218
)133
VE113
C218
)143
T116
W307
T210
B210
)203
VE113
W f 15
]140
B208B
T208

Woman Talk:
" Mathematics Not For Women Only"
Townsend Lecture presents :
Michael Inserra " Mime"
SI A Film : " The Last Tycoon " free
Townsend Lecture presents :
Percy Young " Handel "
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Womens Chorus Ensemble & Woodwind Choir

Browsing Rm
Sloan Lge
Little Theatre
PA143
Browsing Rm
Little l heatre
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College Women
On Wednesday, November 30,
at noon, the Townsend Lecture
Committee welcomes the Sloan
Lounge lunch crowd back from
the Thanksgiving Holiday w ith a
performance by Michael.Inserra,
mime improvisationist. Mike is
unpredictable, so laugh, cry,
relate and clown ... in that order.
On Wednesday, November 30,
at 7:30 p.m. in P.A. 143, Dr. Percy
Young will lecture on "Handel,
the Man & His Music. " Dr.
Young will illustrate his talk with slides and examples on the
piano . He is a composer, arranger and eminent music encyclopedist.
On Thursday, December 1st,
FOR WOMEN ONLY . Sandra
Flack, with two feet on the ladder
of success as a District Agent for
the Prudential Company, will tell
career-minded women students
of the opportunities available in
the insurance business. Meet her
at noon in the Front Lounge of
the College Center Bui_lding.
" Life After Life," the intriguing
question of immoratility, will be

explored by Dr. Frederick Miller
in the Browsing Room on Monday, December 5th at 12:15. A
well-known writer in the field of
moral and pastocal theology. Dr.
Miller is the third speaker in this
series. The after death is the subject of a great deal of interes·t
currently, among writers of
popular fiction as well as
philosophers, sociologists and
theologians .
The highlight of the pre-exam ,
pre-Christmas season will be a
performance of the roposition ,
in an evening of improvisational
skits and satire. They will do
everything from Soaps to
Shakespeare and anything else
the audience suggests. So get
your free tickets in the Student
Affairs Office or at the Information Booth for Thursday,
December 8th at 8:00 p.m . in the
Wilkins Theatre.
The Fine Arts Students Association's ARTS DIALOGUE
presents a film , " Painters Pain ting," in VE 112 on Tuesday,
December 13th at 1 :40 p.m.

Rosemary Conte
Monday, D ec. 5
Little Theatre 8:00 P.M.

Joey George
Wednesday, Dec. 7
11 :00 A.M. Little Theatre
FREE

Morris The Merrier
by Chris Jarocha
Any reasonably intelligent
human can pick up a newspaper
and then say what's wrong with
the world. Even when a person
goes to the lengths of finding
facts and figures to prove a flaw's
existance, it is still . a simple
achievement. However, it's quite
a bit harder to propose a way to
set the world right again.
David Morris has undoubtedly
read the papers and watched TV
and
otherwise done
his
homework. He is concerned
with our destiny and he shows it.
But if you haven't read of or
listened to- the undeniably real
dangers pointed out by the
various prophets of doom, you
can't possibly know how refreshing Morris' lecture last Monday
night was.
The Philosophy Club, in conjunction with the Townsend Lecture Series, is currently sponsoring a program of speakers on
the philosophy of technology
and economics. The first lecturer
in this series was Murray Bookchin, a professor from Goddard
College who spoke effusively on
the need for a new social system.
Like others with an axe to grind,
who, once they've made their
point, can 't find a place to apply
it (can't see the forest for the
trees, as it were) , Bookchin
became less eloquent when
pressed by his audience to
provide examples of the system
he cried out for.
Ah, what a pleasant difference
th_ere was in this second speaker!
David Morris had not momentarily left the comforts of an ivory
tower (solar-heated through it
may be) to sharpen, a hatchet.
He is co-director the
Washington
(DC)-based

Mixing With Hendrix
(Continued from page 5)
Finally, Mahogany Rush had
released their best to date.. in
"World Anthem," an optimistic
space-piece by guitarist-vocalist
Frank Marino.
The album is a total knockout ,

from beginning to end . Hard
rock at it's hardest, and I' m sure
even the angels will agree: a hard
man is good to find.
Frank Marino, from Canada,
took the Hendrix-style and mixed a little Johnny Winter into it

and a little Frank Marino into it,
coming out with a unique-blend
of death-defying licks. It is my
(learned) opinion that Mr.
Marino, while not being as easily
as recognizable a Hendrix-phile
as Mr. Isley aF1d Mr·. Trower, is a
much better guitarist than either.
Don 't take my word for it, buy
the album .
"In City Dreams" and "World
Anthem" are two of the best
roec-return albums, which could
be time-capsuled and won't be,
released in a long time.
These albums aren 't merely
forerunners, but classic examples of the classic line: "I don't
care what the people say, Rock n'
Roll is here to stay."
Hey, I was right about the
comet. Later.

without conglomerate control.
Institute for Economic
Two: people are finally aware of
Independence. His is a practical
the crisis caused by dwindling
world,
and
his
talk,
natural resources. Three : cost
" Economically
Independent
statements are including enCities," showed that. In the
vironmental and sociological imspace of a single hour, he gave an
pact statements in addition to
introduction to a complex topic:
the expected financial breakthe development of economidown and extrapolations. Four :
cally self-reliant city/states from
cities are rea lizing that they have
the urban hodgepodge we
a po tiential for enormous
currently have.
political power, and some cities
Economics and philosophy
are exercising that power by
have stereotyped images of be"nationalizing " public utility
ing dull and gloomy. Morris
companies. Five: federal funding
proved how narrow that belief
is more easily available to the
really is, showed how exciting
cities than before. Six : the very
and rewarding economic selfconcept of bigness, of corporate
reliance is, demonstrated how
hierarchy, is being questioned,
optimistic philosophy can be.
leading to movements favoring
He did have one of those
self-reliance. aforementioned axes to grind:
Using Union, N.J. as an examhe sees the development of
ple, Morris showed how a city
city/states as a physically, mencan become self-reliant by
tally, and financially healthful
recycling its wastes, utilizing
goal. However, his point was not
open and wasted space, and tapthat it is easy to get to these
ping the intellectual resources of
city/states, but that is is possible
the professional people who
and , moreover, necessary. He
wielded his axe like a work in Union (including the
Kean faculty.) If it were necessociologist's Paul Bunyan , deftly
sary, even Union could become
feeling objections and stacking
pretty self-reliant .
them for the fire where BookMorris made an important dischin had committed assault with
tinction by preferring the words
a blunt instrument.
" self-reliant " to "self-sufBut enough of this lumbering
ficient." To be self-sufficient is to
phrasing . Morris
thought
be able to provide for all your
city/states were necessary for
needs without anyone's help. To
two
reasons. First, the
be self-reliant is to be open to exphenomenon
of " run-away
change with others but to
plants" leads cities to compete
depend on yourself whenever
for corporate favors. In other
possible.
words, nowadays if a factory
. Closing his lecture with some
opens in one city, it's because it
example of what other cities
has closed in another. Because
factories provide jobs and ease'' IJ.ave done towards becoming
self-reliant, Morris referred the
tax burdens, cities want more of
audience to his book, Neighborthem and hate to lose what they
hood Power (co-authored with
have. The second event that
Karl Hess), which details
makes city/states needed is the
methods of achieving selffiscal " hemorrhanging" of the
reliance through a sense of comcities. Of all the money a city
munity. He warned that the corspends, only a tiny percentage of
poration don't like the idea of
it goes to businesses within that
city. As it contains to pour money self-reliance and will fight it all
the way, but the final question is
outside of its boundaries, it
up to us. Do we, like McLuhan
.grows weaker and weaker.
and ITT, want a global village, or
However, as Morris said, "I
didn 't come here to paint a would we prefer the diversity of
a globe of villages?
gloomy picture but a realistic
The Philosophy Club, which
one." These things are happenheld an informal get-together
ing today . Morris says city/states
can stop them from happening, with Morris after the talk, is to be
and he believes this because of · congratulated on this speaker.
He was optimistic, believed fully
· certain
relatively
new
in the likel ihood of his ideas, and
developments. One : modern
backed those ideas with examscience is continually working,
ples from practical experience.
whether consciously or not,
The Club put a lot of hard work
toward the decentralization of
into this series and it shows . A thtechnology, making it easier for
ing of joy is a beauty fore\·er.
small businesses to survive

Mime Michael Inserra
in Sloan Lounge
Tomorrow at Noon

Black Flag: ExpressiOf?S
(Continued from page 4)
Mr.
Jackson ' s
editorial
demonstrates that there is nothing harmfu l o r threat~ning about
it. The first two paragraphs make
abso lutely no sense, hen ce they

Gourmand To Have Around
(Continued from page 4)
bulk, abou ty forty f ive minutes.
Bake the rolls in a hot oven
(400F .) for 15 to 20 minutes, or
until they 'are golden. Make two
dozen medium sized rolls.
For centuries the carving of
t he bird ha s been an honor bestowed on the head of a
household or an honored' guest
(a fter all , he wa s trusted with a
sharp implement and could do
terrible things if he was in a foul
mood ). It is best done at a table
and executed properly will result
in smooth slices rather than a

hacked bird .
Stepl ' Remove string from the
bird . Place carving fork into
thickest part of thigh . Cut
throu gh between breast and inside leg until joint is reached.
Lever leg awa y w ith fork and
detach the whole piece at t he
ball and socket.

Step 2: take a thin slice off the
breast-holding the bird f irmly
with a fork pressed aga inst the
wing.
Step 3: Continue to slice the
breast, laying the pieces onto a
carving dish. It follows that the

d is h mu st be hot to keep t he
meat hot, and , you' ll see, t hey sit
in the natural ju ices o f the b ird .
Step 4: When the bird has been
thoroughly picked over put the
carcass in a plastic bag and, if you
have space, deep freeze it. Later
you can prepare a delicious thin
soup.
" Ahh Chief. It 's Thansgiv ing.
That lovely holiday when I the
white folk give thanks for this
great coun t r y and all i t s
t reasures ".
" You ' re welcome ". Tom
K-:-Ryan, cartoonist o f Tumbleweeds.

could hardly be construed as
damaging. Does he appear to
suffer under the delusion that he
is Moses? So what? When I was a
child I so met imes t hought I was
Roge r Ramjet. Does he ma ke
va gue, u nexpla ined, and t hus
unsubstantiated charges? Well,
as t he sagacious M r. Li nkletter
once remarked, " Kids say the
darndest things."
Editor Jackson then refers to
the WKCU affair. He hints that a
racist motive m ight have been
behind Student Org.'s decision
to permit Sal Cardacl, a
notorious Caucasian (you ca_n
spot 'em a mile away,) speak
before their council meeting
while referring Arthur Wheeler,
an admitted Bilalian, to the
" proper channel " of the WKCU
grievance committee. As I
1,1nderstand the situation, and I
may be in error, Mr. Cardaci,
flagrant Caucasian that he isJ
went to Student Org . btcause he

had gone the route of the radio
station's grievance committee
and rema ined unsatisfied. In any
event, to p resume a motive of
racism is clearly absurd , and so
could hardly be t hreat en ing
(how'm I doin ' Kamau ?) Nevertheless, M r. Jackson 's allus ion to,
" lnconsistances such as this . .. "
should not be taken too li5htly.
After all , Expressions is, " . .
.dedicated to truth and justice
for all. " How can you help but
admire someone who is willing
to take a controversial stand?
I would add, however, that Mr:
Jackson owes an apology to the
Imperial Wizard (capitalized) of
the KKK . But this is a relatively
minor matter. All things considered, I am squarely in Mr.
Jackson 's corner. I shall continue
· to defend him, and will not be
silenced! (Incidentally, Kamau,
you don 't iook four hundred
years old, but t'!appy birthday,
anyhow.)

-
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People With Good Intentions
Pr:oudly Present

ATTENTION ALL
SPECIAL EDUCATION
MAJORS
On NovefTJber 29th C.E.C.
is providing a speaker to talk
about job opportunities in
Special
Education .
The
speaker is Robert E. Meyer,
assistant supervisor at
Holmdel Township . The talk
will include job placements,
filling out application forms,
interviews, etc . The meeting
will be held in CSS104at 1 :40
p.m.

A Drama

"SAM CARTER BY WADE HUDSON
December 8, 9, 10
BELQ'NGS HERE"VE-118- Vaughn Eames
Time: 8:00 p .m .
Price: $1 .00

T-SHIRT CONTEST
FIRST PRIZE; $25 SAVINGS BOND
OR
$25.00 CASH
.
The Science Organization is looking for a
new and different T-shirt design and would
like anyone with an originai idea or artistic
ability to enter.
RULES:
'

NEW RING DATE:
December 1, 1977 - 10-3 P.M.
College Center Building
5-8 P.M. - Hutchinson Lobby
DeWILL NOT BE COMING DECEMBER 5.
This is the only time he will be coming for the month of
December
Mime

Michael
Inserra
Sloan Lounge
Wed., Nov. 30 - 12 noon-2

NCATE thanks those responsible for the removal
of eight boxes?

TUTORING SERVICES
AVAILABLE
(no fee)
Contact the S.C.A.T.E. office
for details
CC-122 or 351-2050

1. Anyone can enter.
2. The design should be illustrated on 8½ x 11 white
paper.
3. Maximum of two (2) colors .
4. Must pertain to Science .
5. Name, address and telephone number should be
placed on an index care or separate sheet of paper
and sent together with the design to :
Science Organization
C-134
Biology Department
6. Deadline: November 28, 1977
Voting by the general membership on November 29,
1977. The winner will be announced in the December
8th issue ~f the INDEPENDENT.

ATTENTION!
EDUCATION MAJORS
Sophomores & Juniors
The
Annual
Student
Teaching Application Meeting for Juniors who are fullti me
and
part-time
Education majors intending
to student teach in the 197879 academic year , will be
held on Tuesday , December
13, 1977 at 1 :40 p .m . in the
Theater for the Performing
Arts .
Students with a degree
who are working toward certification are also invited to
this meeting if they plan
student teaching for next
year.
Distribution
of
ap plications for student teaching assignments will be
followed by an orientation
session .
Sophomores who intend
to major in Elementary, Early
Childhood ,
Fine
Arts ,
English , Library Science,
Physical
Education ,
Mathematics ,
Spanish ,
Science and Social Studies
Education will meet at 2:40
p.m . in the Theater for the
Performing
Arts
on
December 13, 1977 to
receive applications for the
Junior Field Experience.

Student Organization will be taking
donations for the Leukemia Society of America
Inc. in memory of Ellen Grossman who died on
November 1, 1977.
Ellen had leukemia for several years but c:ontinued her involvement with the students of
Kean College. She also worked at the Leukemia
Society helping other patients_.
Student Organization will be ·collecting
donations until Friday, December 2, 1977.
Checks (make payable to the Leukemia Society
of America Inc.) or cash may be turned in at
CC128.
COME JOIN US!
Feast of the
Immaculate Conception
Holyday
Thursday,

New York City movie-goers can now afford to
attend movies more often with a Movie Discount
Card enabling the card holder entrance at 50% off
the box office price. For 25¢, a student/faculty
mem ber can purchase this card and use it as often
as desired (except for reserved seat performance
spec ified on the bac k of the card). Get a Movie
Discount Card in Student Activ ities Offices :
CC112 or CC143 wh ile the supply lasts!

December 8, 1977
Downs Hall
Dining Room Ill
12:15 P.M.

Student Activities Presents
COFFEE HOUR
Skip Breakfast?
n-the-Go & Hungry?
Coffee Hour For Commuters
Hutchinson Hall
Thurs. , Dec. - 10:30 a.m. - COME!
Danish, Coffee & Tea served

q

~

Buy N.Y.C. Movie (Cinema 5)
Discount Card for 25¢
(good for 50% off
~':>
Box Office Price)
~

CCB Drama Presents
"El Grade De
Coca-Cola"
A comedy of many languages
Tuesday, Dec. 6, 1977
9:00 Little Theatre

S.C.A.T.E. is proud to announce three new additional
programs that will service
the surrounding Kean community. In order to have
these programs working
effectively to meet the needs
of the clientele involved we
need more VOLUNTEERS!
Please consider joining.
The rewards one receives for
giving as little as an hour a
week to a needy person is far
more meaningful than any
grade you 'll ever receive . Our
three new programs are:
1. Union County Juvenile
Detention Quarters Volunteers in this setting
would be involved in tutoring
socially maladjusted
adolescents.
2. Social Setting DETOX
Center - Volunteers in this
setting would get involved in
working with alcoholics to
overcome their habit.
3. Union County Division
of Aging, Nursing Home
Program - Volunteers visit
nursing home patients on a
regular basis.
S.C.A.T.E. is really a unique experience. Feel free to
drop in our office any time.
We're located in the College
Center Room 122, or give us
:i call at 351-2050.
Don't forget about our
other ten program. They are
also in need of more
volunteers. There 's a place
for everyone .
Directors of S.C.A.T.E.
Maryanne Bottini, Valerie
Northey and Pamela Ghee
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Cagers Set to Repeat
by Dave Schwenzer
It will be tough to improve, on
a 20-'8 season. But that is what the
Squires basketball team will try
to do, as the E.C.A.C. Division II
champions take on Stockton
State in their season inaugural
November 30th.
" Just because we were good
last year, doesn't mean that we
are going to be good this season.
We have to perform as well as last
year," commented Coach Joe
Palermo during halftime of
yesterdays Blue-Gray pre-season
game.
" The state conference is excellent. Any team can win. The
teams are strong ·and well
balanced . Anybody can beat
anybody else. The hungrier team
will win it. "
The Squires have a strong
corps of returning veterans from
last years squad.
Vin McDonald (6'2"· 15 p.p.g.
last year) will be at one of the
forward positions. He will be

supported by forward Steve
Depts (6 '1") , guards Eloy
Ashworth (5'9") and Chuck Raub
(6'2"), and center Jerome Hubbard (6'4").
Gary Williston (6'0"), Bill
Comeaux (6'1") , and Brian
Cavanaugh (5'9") will provide the
bench strength'.
The team also has some bright
newcomers in Ken Begane, a
forward up from the junior varsity level, Freshman Randy Byrd a
cornerman, and guard Billy Ortiz.
"Offensively we will use the
reverse action against the man to
man. We have to play team
basketball. The kids · have to
prove themselves," lamented
Palermo.
" Defensively' we will use the
man to man , or zone . Whatever .
the situation dictated we' ll
follow."
" We have good speed , and a
good defense. We have to have
,the togetherness as au nit Ii ke we

Squire ttes Ready For
Toug h Schedule

had last year."
If the Squires do have one
"We averaged 70 points a
By David Schwenzer
drawback, it is their lack of size."
game last year. We would like to
' " In the past two years, we have
We are the smallest team in the
match that figure, and maybe do
conference. Hubbard at 6'4" is started a winning trend . We
a little better. We run a number
would like to keep it going. We
our tallest man ."
of offensive - patterns but
Going into last season , the have the key experienced
basically we will use the same
Cagers were 4-20, and nobody players coming back. I think we
plays as last year, with some new
expected them to win . Now after can do it. All we lack is a little
ones thrown in ."
a successful campaign, the depth ."
" Defensively we will stick with
Those were the words echoed
situation is reversed.
the man to man . We will use the
"For the first time in the by Squirette Basketball Coach
zone on occasion, but that will ,
school 's history, Kean fans are Pat Hannisch, as Kean readies for
depend on the situation . We will
looking forward to a good year," the 77-78 basketball season.
also change our press this year,"
The Squirettes, winner of last
asserted Palermo.
asserted coach Hannisch.
Squire Shots: The first home year's E.A.1.A.W. Invitational
" The schedule is the toughest
game is Tuesday night December Basketball Tournament, have a
that we have ever faced. The
6th . The Squires will host strong corps of returning exstrongest teams should be
Montclair State. In last nights perienced players.
Montclair, Rutgers, St. Josephs,
Among the returning veterans
Blue-Gray contest, the Gray,
and Queens. The new teams that
Co-Captains Janet
consisting mostly of the varsity are:
we have added are Westchester,
squad, defeated the Blue by a Montgomery (5'9" forward) and
East Stroudsberg, Delaware, and
score of 70-64. Vin MacDonald Rose Costello (57" forward).
Temple. And in our Christmas
drew game honors for the Gray They will be helped by Rosie
Tournament we have, William
as he netted 23 points. Steve LoPallo (5'3'' guard) , Jennifer
Paterson, Slippery Rock and
Depts, also playing for the Gray Savio (6'2" center), Michelle
Lock Haven. "
scored 14. Brian Cavanaugh and ·vodopia (5 '6" guard) and
" Our goal this year is to make
Marty Clarke led the Blue attack sophomores Eliane Carrol.I and
Jane Koza.
, the Mid-Atlantic playoffs, which
with 16 points each.
Among the new faces are : Jill
consists of the top 16 teams in
Clarkson , a transfer from Bergen.
our region . Last year we were
Janis Rush and Ellen Reiner from
17th and just missed it,"
the junior varsity squad. And
predicted coach Hannisch.
The team opens their season
freshmen Karole . Wallace and
Ena Marshall.
on December 13th at Princeton.
good and sound coaches and
players with the ability to help
make our school a winning
school. To power this dynamite,
comes the powder. The Junior
Varsity which takes the players of
the old will definitely make Kean
a winner.
In the best effort of the year, Kean's best effort since they
. Coached by Mr. Rubin, the the Kean College Hockey Team
upset Columbia 10-4 a year ago.
J.V. team is well disciplined . lost to powerful Saint John 's Tom Mullen and John Primavera
Myself, personally, I think he's a University 3-2 at the Bran- scored a goal each for Kean and
hell of a coach. Players respect chbrook 1c·e Center. Kean out- Mike Griffin had two assists.
him, and with this . in mind, played Saint John's in every Goalie Bob Brummer played
Kean 's J.V. will be more forcive aspect, outskating them 38 to 19, another great game in net for the
than death itself.
but a to ugh goaltender kept the Squires. Three stars : Mike GrifThe first game will be away at Squires from the victory. It was fin, John Lang and Tom Scala.
Stockton, . and they will be
defeated. So will the rest. Hearts
are our stre ngth, it takes a team
effort and this is what they lacked
last year. Without a doubt, this
HOCKEY SCHEDULE
year the Squires will be Trailblazers, and trailblazing . with
Tues., Nov . 22 .. .. . ... . .. .. ... . ... . .. . .. . Maritime (A) 6:30
razorblasing all who step in our
at Riverdale
path.
Wed., Nov. 23 . .. .. .. . . . . . ... .. . . .. .. ... . Wagner (A) 9:30
If you play the Squires,
Bid Bridge
whether varsity or not, beware Sun., Dec. 4 ..... . .. . . .. .... . .... . .. .. Bridgeport (H) 9:15
defense - don 't come like cabBranchbrook
bages all head and NO ASS.
Wed ., Dec. 7 . .. . .. .. .. . ...... . .. . . Rutgers-Cook (A) 10:00
We will stand together
Old Bridge
(forever) .
Sun ., Dec. 11 ... ... . ... . . .. .. . . .... . . . ... Wagner (A) 8:00
Fran klyn Hiran Forest
Montclair
P.S. Without a doubt we now ca n
Sun ., Dec. 18 . .... .......... . ... .. ...... Maritime (H ) 9:15
stand up and shout!!!
Branchbrook
Wed ., Dec. 21 . . .......... . ...... ·- . . .. . St. Francis (A) 7:00
Skateland
Sun ., Jan . 8 .. ... . . .... . .... . . .. . . .. .. ... Paterson (H) 9:15
Branch brook
Wed ., Jan . 13 . . . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . .. .. .. Bridgeport (A) 9:15
Wonderland of Ice
RU really interested in getting
Sun ., Jan . 15 ....... .. .. . . ........ . . . . . . . F.D.U . home 9:15
your club, organization, or your
· Branc hbrook
personal picture in Memorabilia.
You in Memorbilia, that's your
Sun ., Jan . 22 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stony Brook (H) 9:15
Kean College Yearbook, Yes!
. ... . . ... . . . Branc hbrook
Then contact Jimi Bell for shootSun ., Jan . 29 ..... . .. . . . . .. .. . . ........ . St. Francis (H ) 9:15
ing date.
Bran chbrook
See the yearbook for us all lo
Mon ., Feb. 6 ...... .. . ... ... . .. . . . .. . . . Manhattan (A) 9:30
enjoy.
Riverdale
Contact by messenger carrier,
Thu rs., Feb. 9 ... . . .... . . . . .. . .. . . ... .... Paterson (A) 7:00
pigeon, phone, or leave a note in
Ice World
College
Center
Bldg.
Memorabilia office, W.K.C.U.,
Wed ., Feb. 15 .. .. ..... . .. .. . . .. ... . .. . .. Wagner (H) 10:15
Seate, anytime. PEACE
Bran chbrook
Sun ., Feb. 19 . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... . . . . .. Rutgers-Cook (H) 9:15
Branchbrook

Squires Hope to Rebound
The dream fo r the gold and
gray, which is no dream now, arrived last year as Portland took
their first NBA Championship.
For some they would not believe
that Portland, after a slow start
always would come from b,.ehind
and become '77 NBA Champs.
Well, surprise, it happened,
and a shocker it was. Finally Kean

has lightning with a group of
forecful · and most talented
players. Lightning has stru ck, so
look out! Yes, as the season approaches Kean has a great, great
chance of surprises. The coaches
are the rifles, the ammunition is
the players. If not self-explanatory, Kean will win many a
game. This school now has three

Squire Quintet To
Host Australian Team
The Kean College basketball
team, one of the top college
division quintets in the Metropolitan area, will host the Australian Olympic team on Friday
night, December 16. The tip-off
will be at 8:00 p.m. in D'Angola
Gym .
The aussies fini shed eighth in
the Montreal Olympics, but have
continually improved each year.
They are coached by Lindsay
Gaze, a former Olympian, and
led by Ed Palubinskas, a 6-1
guard , who starred at Louisiana
State University, a few years
back.
The Squires should be led by
c enter Jerome Hubbard ,
forward s Vince McDonald and

Steve Depts and guards Eloy
Ashworth and Chuch Raub. They
are all juniors.
" This is a great opportunity for
our guys to get some·
recognition," Palermo said, "and
I know we' re all looking forward
to the game. " It should be a good
night•for everyone . .. if we can
neutralize their size."
Also on the Aussie team are
Tony Barnett, 6-6 Mike Tucker,
6-7 Steve Gray and guard Andy
Blicavs, who is reportedly the
best player on the continent.
Tickets are available at the
athlet ic office (527-2435) or at the
doo r. Prices are $3 fo r adults and
$1 .50 children (unde r 12) and
students (with ID).

Men's and Women's Basketball statisticians are
needed for the 77-78 season. Come in and see
Athletic Director Hawley Waterman or Asst.
Director Pat Hannisch.

Courageous Skaters
Nipped by St. Johns, 3-2

Seate Forms -Study Club
A study club is forming on campus. We will meet twice a
week. There will be tutors available and guest lecturers
from all walks of life, (professional, social and cultural)
afterwards there will be food and drir:ik. Can you handle
it? Please try us, you might not get the info you seek, but
you'll surely get some you need! Contact Bonita Foster
c/o Seate CC122 Co llege Center 351-2050.

1977 FINAL FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Conference

Glassboro State
Montclair State
Trenton State
Kean
William Paterson
Jersey City State

W5
3
3
2
1
0

L

T

PF

PA

0
2
2
2
3
5

0
0
0
1
1
0

106
93
83
56
48
8

17
37
38
74
71
157

Overall

.. . . ... ...
. . . . .. .. . .
.. . . . .. . . .
. ... .. . .. .
. ... . ... ..
.. .. .. .. . .

w

L

T

PF

PA

7
6
4
3
4
1

3
4
5
6
4
8

0
0
0
1
1
0

194
138
140
91
142
24

130
78
134
225
115
207
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by Sung Joe Kang

Through the cooperation of
Campus Recreation Facilities,
Residence Association and the
Housing Staff the former Dougall
Hall Lounge has been
reconverted into the Dougall
Hall Recreation Center. The
hours of operatiop are from 3
p.m. to 10 p.m., unless otherwise
posted, and residents can avail
themselves of various table
games, billiards, ping-pong and
shuffleboard.
If yQU are a pro, or just a
beginner you are invited to
come out and fraternize with the
many other buildings and
apartments residents . The only
prerequisite is a valid Kean
College I.D. Card. Plans are also
being developecj to incorporate
pin ball and other vending
games, hopefully by the spring
semester . Also, various tournaments, with awards to the
winners will be held . Keep
posted for the upcoming events.
For the quiet game people, six
backgammon games have been
competing
throughout
the
residence hall complex for the
1st Residence Hall Championship. Chess matches are also
being carried on with five teams
vigorously competing. If you are
interested in learning these
games or taking part as a contes-

■--■

-

tant or spectator you are requested to contact Head
Resident, Joe Kang at Bartlett
Hall.
At the last Board of Trustees
meeting held on Monday,
November 14, 1977 Ms. Abramson gave a status report on
the residence halls. Areas of discussion centered on program-

(Continued on page 5)

•

Office of Veteran Affairs Briefs
by Kevin P. Davis

November 22 and 23, 11 :00 a.m .
to 2:00 p.m. or the C.E.C. office
in the College Center, CC-121.

Mr. Vence
stated , " The
President has until November
26th to act on the Veteran's bill.
He is expected to sign the
legislation. And the increase will
be effective retroactive to October 1st, 1977. "
Other good news for veterans
is the clearing away of administrative obstacles and the enacting of the new State of New
Jersey GI Bill program. Steve
Vence advises veterans to contact the Office of Veteran Affairs
on campus in the beginning of
December in order to apply for
the State program .
" In the beginning of
December veterans should contact this office with a copy of
their DD-214 and their paid bill
for the Fall semester at Kean
College. They can then fill out
the appropriate application for
the State Veterans' educational

program . Mon i es will - be
allocated to ve!erans for the Fall
semester
retroactive
to
September 7th , 1977. When the
checks will be sent - is still
unknown at this time."
" Veterans attending on a full
time basis, which is 12 credits or
more, may receive up to $100 per
semester. Veterans attending on
a less than full-time basis will
receive $50 per semester. There
will be no three quarter time
status in the State program."
" It is important to note that
only $4 million has been appropriated by the legislature and
that may not be enough to
guarantee every veteran attending school $100 or $50. The
amounts may be pro-rated
depending on the ~esponse from
veterans. "
" The OVA will not be taking
applications for the State
educational program for the spring semester at this time." Mr.
Vence continued. "Eligibility for
funds for the spring semester wi II
be determined following the last
day for official withdrawal dur-

by Haight Ashbury
Have you ever tried to get your
lovable little housepet stoned?
The most common pets are dogs
and cats, who for the most part
definitely do not like the idea of
having smoke blown in their
faces.
Rather than think that your
animal doesn't like to get high,
make the conclusion that your
pet simply doesn't like smoke.

There have been numerous
cases of cats getting off on more
than their legal stash qf catnip.
Some cats have tried pot and of
course, some liked it and some
didn't.
One puppy decided to show
his owner how much he had enjoyed the tiny piece·of hashish he
had been given. This little fella
then proceeded on the next day,
to eat the remaining seven grams

of hash that his friend had unfortunately left out. NeE;dless to
say, this pup was very stoned.
Another animal that enjoys the
effects of THC is the iguana. The
iguana actually like to take in the
smoke given off and is used by
Mexicans in a kind·of ritual used
to figure out when enough marijuana has been smoked. The
iguana will sit in the center of a
circle of smokers with his mouth

The GI Bill Improvement Act of 1977 has been passed
by both the House and U.S. Senate and is currently
awaiting President Carter's signature according to
Kean's Veteran Affairs Coordinator Steve Vence.
"The bill will increase a
veteran's current monthly
checks by 6.6%," campus Vet
Rep. Mike Driscoll pointed out.
" A single veteran attending
college on a full-time basis will
receive an increas!;! from $292 to
approximately $311 per month.
"The bill does not include an
extension of the delimiting
period for veterans receiving
V.A. educational benefits," Mr.
Driscoll continued. "But a
lessening of V.A . educational
loan restrictions is included in
the Act ."

C.E. C. Sponsors 36 Hour
Long Basketball Marathon
The Council for Exceptional
Children (C.E.C.) in conjunction
with the Recreation Department
is sponsoring a 36-hour Basketball Maratho n . The marathon
begins at 6· 00 p.m. on December
9th at the school gymnasium and
ends at 6:00 a.m. on December
11th.
Teams are needed· to participate in the marathon.
Trophys will be awarded to the
team that has raised the most
money and the individual that
raised the most money.
To enter the teams need at
least 15 dollars in pledges per
hour. All proceeds will go
towards sending retarded
children to camp. For more information or to register to play,
come to the College Center on
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Kean students indulge themselves in a game of pool at the Dougall Hall Recre.ation Center.

ing that semester."
Mike Driscoll stated, " I am
very pleased to finally see the
State
Veterans
educational
. program get going. The funds
will certainly be a big help to
veterans attending College and
as the V.A . representative on
Campus, I will aid in this program
anyway I can."
Mr. Driscoll was one of the
leading proponents and lobbyists for the legislation in 1972.
And has kept a careful eye on the
program since that time, watching for funds to be appropriated.
All Kean veterans should have
received a November newsletter
from the OVA by this time. If any
veteran has not received a
newsletter, the OVA should be
contacted to check to see if the
office has the veterans ' proper
mailing address.
V e terans still must contact the
OVA if classes have been
dropped during this semester.
Any drop which affects the
veterans enrollment and entitlement status must be
recorded at the OVA. Failure to
do so may result in many
veterans owing the V.A. monies
for overpayments. All overpayments are tracked down by the
federal government.

open as wide as he can. He will
turn to face each smoker as the
smoke is exhaled. This process is
continued with the iguana taking
in as much smoke as he can hold
until he stumbles and falls down
for a long rest. At this point, the
smokers extinguish their joints
figuring that they too have had
enough.

TW Expressions Brings Many Complaints
(Continued from page 1)
any more comment
matter at this time.

on

the

The first issue of Expressions
appeared in the Indy on
November 4, 1976. From their
emergence , they have printed
six issues including last week's
controversial issue. The paper
was established beqiuse the Executive Board of the Third World
at that time felt a need for a
publication to reach out to
minority students, and get the
minority students views to the
public. Then editor-in-chief
Calvin Wood hoped that the
paper would serve to enlighten
non-minority students to what is
going on in Third World.
lmani views the role of Expresas "mainly oriented
towards minority students, a
perspective that wasn't being
perceived by the Independent
and other media."

sions

Speaking about the editorial ,
lmani " hoped that it could lead
to constructive. dialogue behind
questioning. " He stated, " racism
still exists in our society and it
should be brought out of the
closet " into the light where individuals could see how it has
affected society as a whole .
The Expressions editorial cited
two instances at Kean where
alleged racism was evident. The
Freshman
Class
Elections
witnessed an alleged smear campaign where Freshman President
Anthony Tynes was referred to as
being a homosexual. In another
" racist " incident the editorial
asked the question of why there
was inconsistency between Sal
Cardaci, a caucasian, whose
grievances about the operation
of WKCU to Council resulted in
the freezing of WKCU ' s funds
and Arthur Wheeler, a black,
resigned council member ,
whose grievances about WKCU,

the editorial implies, as being
ignored by Council.
Jimi Bell , one of the founders
of Expressions, stated, " I feel that
Expressions is dealing with the
problem that exist. "
Sal Cardaci , a council member
and News Director of WKCU ,
and whose name was mentioned
in the editorial said , " The
editorial is an unfortunate incident. Kamau Jackson in writing
this irresponsible editorial is
spreading the racism he has
publicly said he was against ."

Night Owl
Includes Expressions
The editorial also stated that
Expressions will be appearing in
the Night Owl, the voice of the
night students . Chris Graziano,
the editor-in-chief explained
that Expressions will be allowed
to fill one page of the Night Owl,
as long as it pertains to the night
students but she would have the
final say on what is to be printed.
The Evening Student Council

is funding the venture which will
cost $56.04 for one page of Expressions to be included with the
Night Owl. She concluded that
any insert whether it comes from

the administration or Third
World or any other special
interest group, reflects the
newspaper which it supplements.

WKCU Equipment Failure
(Continued from page 1)
and the cassette machines were
put in so that the dorms as well as
Sloan Lounge would receive the
radio signal.

Equipment In
Poor Condition
Since
that time, Ponton
verified that most of the
equipment, although in poor
condition, has not been
replaced. The General Manager
further stated that if equipment
that is three to four years old and
is in bad shape is continually
used, it will just be one thing
after another that breaks down.
While he has been with the
statfon, Ponton stated that the

only new pieces of equipment to
be purchased have been several
new amplifiers and a fifteen year
old machine used to play
commercials. The fifteen year
old piece of equipment was
bought second hand at a fraction
of the cost of a new machine and
serves in place of two machines
that have been broken beyond
repair. The amplifiers, which
were to be placed in other
buildings around campus, could
not be used for this purpose
because at this time several amplifiers in the dorms had been
broken. The dormitories took
priority and the new amps were
installed there.

